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INTRODUCTION
 .Given a group G, we denote by L G the lattice of all subgroups of G.
A projecti¨ ity of a group G onto a group G is any lattice isomorphism
 .  .form L G onto L G , and an autoprojecti¨ ity of G is any projectivity of G
onto itself.
An interesting problem is to know in which cases a projectivity of G
onto a group G is induced by an isomorphism. In this context, a group G is
said to be strongly lattice determined if every projectivity of G onto a group
G is induced by an isomorphism. It is clear that G is strongly lattice
determined if and only if the following two conditions are satisfied:
 .i G projective to G implies G isomorphic to G,
 .ii every autoprojectivity of G is induced by an automorphism.
w xIn 2, 3 we considered the second problem for simple algebraic groups
G over the algebraic closure of a finite field. One step in our procedure
 .was the following. Let T be a maximal torus of G, and let W s N T rT
be the Weyl group. We showed that every autoprojectivity w of G fixing T
 .also fixes N T , so that it induces in a natural way an autoprojectivity w of
 w x. w xW cf. Proposition 3.1 in 2 . We proved in 3 that if the characteristic of
the field is odd and G is not of type A , then every autoprojectivity of G is2
induced by a unique automorphism of G. From this it follows that for
every autoprojectivity w of G fixing T , there exists an automorphism of W
inducing w. The motivation for this paper was to study if this is a general
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property of Weyl groups. Of course one cannot expect this to be true
in general, since there could be autoprojectivities which are not index-
preserving. This kind of problem was completely solved by Zacher for
 . w xsymmetric groups over any set in 16, 17 .
It is well known that the Weyl groups are Coxeter groups even if not all
.the finite Coxeter groups arise in this way . Here we are interested in the
groups of autoprojectivities of the finite irreducible Coxeter groups. For
 .the class of finite Coxeter groups problem i has completely been solved
w xby Uzawa in 14 .
The main result of the present paper is that if W is a finite irreducible
Coxeter group, then e¨ery index-preser¨ ing autoprojecti¨ ity of W is induced by
 .a unique automorphism if and only if either W is not dihedral or W is
dihedral of order 2n, with n s 2, 4, 3, 6, 12 for Weyl groups we do not
.  .assume irreducibility Theorem 4.6 . We also determine completely the
 .group of autoprojectivities of dihedral groups Corollary 3.5 .
Taking into account the results of Uzawa on projective images of
w xCoxeter groups 14 , we prove that a finite irreducible Coxeter group is
strongly lattice determined if and only if either W has rank at least 3, or if it is
 .dihedral of order 2n, with n s 2, 4, 6 or 12 Theorem 4.8 .
In a forthcoming paper we shall relax the irreducibility condition.
Notation
S is the symmetric group on n elements.n
The symbol j denotes set theoretic union.
If G is a group, G9 is the derived subgroup of G.
 .Let X be a group. Aut L X is the group of all autoprojectivities of X
 .and I X is the group of index-preserving autoprojectivities of X. If a is
an automorphism of X, we denote by a* the autoprojectivity of X
 .induced by a . We get the homomorphism ) : Aut X ª Aut L X . Our
main concern is to study surjectivity of ) for Coxeter groups.
1. COXETER GROUPS
It is well known that the finite Coxeter groups are precisely the finite
reflection groups. For a given Coxeter group, we shall always consider its
structure as a reflection group arising from the standard geometric repre-
sentation. Here we just recall some definitions and facts we use the
w x.  .notation from 6 . A Coxeter system is a pair W, S consisting of a group
W and a set of generators S, subject only to relations of the form
 .m s , s9ss9 s 1 s, s9 in S , .  .
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 .  .  .where m s, s s 1, m s, s9 s m s9, s G 2 for s / s9. We shall always
 .assume S to be a finite set. Its cardinality is called the rank of W, S . W is
called a Coxeter group, and S a Coxeter generating set. When W is a Coxeter
group we assume a Coxeter generating set S fixed. To a Coxeter system
 .  .W, S there is associated the Coxeter graph. W, S is irreducible if the
Coxeter graph is connected. A finite Coxeter group is crystallographic if
 .  4m s, t g 2, 3, 4, 6 for s / t. These are precisely the Weyl groups arising
from semisimple Lie algebras over C.
We now fix a finite Coxeter group W, with Coxeter generating set
 4S s s , . . . , s , and consider W as a finite reflection group acting on the1 n
Euclidean space V of dimension n, with root system F, and a fixed simple
 4system a , . . . , a , so that each s is the reflection relative to the vector1 n i
a . The following two properties of finite reflections groups W will bei
crucial in our discussion.
Every involution of W can be written as a product of commuting
 w x.reflections of W cf. 6, Sect. 1.12, Ex. 3, p. 23 .
 wEvery reflection in W is of the form s , for some a in F cf. 6, Sect.a
x.1.14 .
 .PROPOSITION 1.1. The homomorphism ) : Aut W ª Aut L W is injec-
ti¨ e.
Proof. This follows from the fact that W is generated by involutions.
 .We shall identify Aut W with its image in Aut L W , so that we have
 .  .Aut W F I W F Aut L W .
 .LEMMA 1.2. Let w be in I W . Then there exists an automorphism a of
 :w  :aW such that s s s for e¨ery s in S.
Proof. For each s in S, let s be the unique involution of W such that
w :  : < < < <  :s s s . We have sz s sz for every s, z in S, since s, z is dihedral.
aHence there exists a homomorphism: a : W ª W such that s s s for
 < :every s in S. Since W s s s g S , a is surjective and is the required
isomorphism.
 .   . < :w  :DEFINITION 1.3. We put G W s w g I W s s s for every s in
4S .
 .We shall write G W when we want to specify the Coxeter generatingS
set.
 .  .  .  .  .  4COROLLARY 1.4. I W s Aut W G W and Aut W n G W s 1 .
The next lemma is a key step in our discussion.
LEMMA 1.5. Let w be an autoprojecti¨ ity of the finite Coxeter group W
 :w  :such that s s s for e¨ery root a . Then w is the identity.a a
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To prove the lemma we shall use the following results.
A group G is strongly real if for every g in G there exists an involution
s in G such that s gs s gy1.
PROPOSITION 1.6. W is strongly real.
Proof. This was proved first by Carter for irreducible Weyl groups with
w xa case by case inspection on the conjugacy classes 1, Theorem C , and
wthen by Springer for the other irreducible Coxeter groups 12, Theorem
x8.7 . The extension to the general case is immediate.
LEMMA 1.7. Let G be a group whose elements are strongly real. If c is an
autoprojecti¨ ity of G fixing e¨ery subgroup of order 2, then c is the identity.
 w x.Proof. This is well known see for instance 17, p. 122 .
To prove 1.5, it is enough to show that w fixes every subgroup of order
2. Let s be an involution of W. We can write s s s ??? s , where s 's1 r i
 :are commuting reflections. By hypothesis, w fixes all the subgroups s .i
 :It follows by induction that w fixes s .
We conclude this paragraph by determining for which W every autopro-
jectivity is index-preserving. For this purpose we recall a definition. Let c
be a projectivity of a group G onto a group G. c is 2-regular if it maps
subgroups of order 2 to subgroups of order 2.
LEMMA 1.8. Let G be a finite group generated by in¨olutions. If c is a
projecti¨ ity of G, then c is index-preser¨ ing if and only if it is 2-regular.
Proof. If c is index-preserving then it is 2-regular. So assume c is
2-regular, and suppose c is not index-preserving. Then there exists an odd
prime p such that c has a singularity of the first kind at p Proposition
w x.2.7, Sect. II in 13 . It follows that there exists a normal p-complement N
in G such that GrN is abelian. But this is impossible, since GrG9 is a
2-group.
PROPOSITION 1.9. Let W be a finite Coxeter group. Then e¨ery autoprojec-
ti¨ ity of W is index-preser¨ ing if and only if W is not dihedral of order 2 p, with
p an odd prime.
Proof. Suppose there are two commuting involutions in W. Then even
w xevery projectivity of W is 2-regular by Corollary 1.7 in 10 . Hence every
projectivity of W is index-preserving by Lemma 1.8. This covers the cases
when the rank of W is at least 3, and the dihedral groups of order 2n with
even n. Since the group of rank 1 is cyclic of order 2, we are left to study
the remaining groups of rank 2, that is, dihedral groups of order 2n with
odd n. If n is not a prime, then every autoprojectivity of W is 2-regular,
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w xhence index-preserving, by Lemma 1.1 in 10 . Finally, suppose n is an odd
 .  .prime p. Then Aut L W ( S , while I W ( S .pq1 p
In the next section we shall deal with Weyl groups.
2. AUTOPROJECTIVITIES OF WEYL GROUPS
In this section we assume that W is a Weyl group. We fix an element w
 .in G W . We prove that w fixes every subgroup of W generated by a
reflection. We shall make use of the following result of Yacovlev.
 :LEMMA 2.1. Let G s s , t , s , t in¨olutions, and let c be an index-
c c :  :  :  : < <preser¨ ing projecti¨ ity of G, s s s , and t s t . If st g
c 4  :  :2, 3, 4, 6, 12, ` , then sts s sts .
w xProof. See Lemma 6.1 in 15 .
 :w  :PROPOSITION 2.2. We ha¨e s s s for e¨ery root a .a a
Proof. Since each reflection is conjugate under W to a simple reflec-
tion, we are left to prove the following. Let w be in W, and let s be in S.i
 y1:w  y1:Then ws w s ws w . We prove this by induction on the lengthi i
 .  .l w of w. If l w s 0, then there is nothing to prove. So assume
 .  .  .l w G 1. We can write w s s w9, for some w9 with l w9 - l w . Letj
 .  :w  : y1b s w9 a . By induction we have s s s . Moreover, ws w si b b i
s s s . If s s s , then there is nothing to prove. Otherwise we havej b j jb
< <  4s s g 2, 3, 4, 6 since W is a Weyl group. Then we conclude by applyingj b
 :2.1 to s , s .j b
THEOREM 2.3. Let W be a Weyl group. Then e¨ery index-preser¨ ing
autoprojecti¨ ity of W is induced by a unique automorphism of W.
 .  4Proof. We have to prove that G W s 1 . This follows from 2.2 and
1.5.
In the next two sections we shall deal with finite Coxeter groups which
are not crystallographic. We shall only consider irreducible groups, that is,
dihedral groups, and the groups H and H .3 4
3. DIHEDRAL GROUPS
Our aim is to determine the group of autoprojectivities of dihedral
 :groups. Let W s s , s . We put s s s and r s s s . Then, if the order1 2 1 1 2
 :  k < 4of r is n, we have W s r j sr k s 0, . . . , n y 1 , the group usually
denoted by D , n G 2.2 n
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 :  b a:If H is a subgroup of D , then either H F r , or H s r , sr ,2 n
 .  k 4where b is a divisor of n. We put I H s sr , k s 0, . . . , n y 1 l H.
 .We shall give a complete description of the groups Aut D , I D , and2 n 2 n
 . m1 m rAut L D , depending on n. For this purpose we write n s p ??? p ,2 n 1 r
where p , . . . , p are increasing primes.1 r
Among the groups D , there is only one which is abelian, namely the2 n
 .Klein group V . We have Aut V ( S and Aut D ( ZrnZ )e4 4 3 2 n
 .=ZrnZ if n / 2.
 .To study I D , we introduce some notation. Let k be a natural2 n
number. We define a certain subgroup of the permutation group S onk
 .ZrkZ in the following way. We consider the set S ZrkZ of all cosets in
ZrkZ, partially ordered by inclusion. We put
< dT s d g S L g S ZrkZ m L g S ZrkZ . .  . 4k k
T is the subgroup of S , whose elements induce an automorphism ofk k
 .S ZrkZ . For every g in T , and every coset L s a q bZrkZ of ZrkZ, wek
have Lg s ag q bZrkZ.
To describe the structure of T , we first consider the case when k is an
 a . w x aprime power. S Zrp Z is then a tree of length a . By Lemma 5 in 5 , Tp
 .a ais the permutational wreath product denoted by S . In particular, Tp p
 .1qpq? ? ?qp ay1has order p! .
PROPOSITION 3.1. T is isomorphic to T m = ??? = T m .1 rn p p1 r
Proof. One can define an isomorphism of T onto T m = ??? = T m1 rn p p1 r
 m1 .using the canonical isomorphism between ZrnZ and Zrp Z = ??? =1
 m r .Zrp Z . We omit the details.r
 .We shall prove that if n is not 2, then I D is isomorphic to T .2 n n
 .Let w be in I D , n / 2. We define the map u : ZrnZ ª ZrnZ by2 n w
 auw:  a:wsr s sr , for a in ZrnZ.
PROPOSITION 3.2. u lies in T .w n
<Proof. We just write u for u . It is enough to show that if m n, thenw
a ' b mod m implies au ' bu mod m. Let us consider the subgroup
 m a:  a:  b:  m a:  a:w  b:wr , sr . We get sr , sr F r , sr , so that sr , sr
 m a:w auw auw  m a:wF r , sr . Hence sr and sr both lie in r , sr , which is a
 m a:dihedral subgroup of the same order of r , sr . Therefore au '
bu mod m.
 .We denote by Q the homomorphism from I W to T , given by w ¬ u .n w
 .  .Let now d be in T . We define w : L W ª L W in the following way.n d
 .We first define a permutation, that we still denote by d , of the set I W
 a.d ad  b:  .by sr s sr . Let H be a subgroup of W. Then H s r j I H ,
< wd  b:  .db n. We put H s r j I H .
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PROPOSITION 3.3. w is an index-preser¨ ing autoprojecti¨ ity of W.d
 b:  .Proof. We just write w for w . Let H s r j I H be a subgroupd
w  :of W. We show that H is a subgroup. This is obvious if H F r . So
 . a  .assume I H is nonempty, and let sr be an element of I H , so that
 .  aqk b < 4  .d  adqkd <I H s sr k in Z . Since d is in T , we get I H s sr k inn
4 w  b ad :  .Z , so that H s r , sr . Therefore w is a bijection of L W . It is
enough to show that it is inclusion preserving. Let H F K F W. Then
 b:  .  c:  . <H s r j I H , K s r j I K . H F K implies that c b and
 .  . w  b:  .d  c:  .d wI H : I K . Hence H s r j I H : r j I H s K . w is
clearly index-preserving.
 .We denote by D the homomorphism from T to I W , given by d ¬ w .n d
PROPOSITION 3.4. We ha¨e
I V ( S . .4 3
I D ( T , if n / 2. .2 n n
Proof. The first part is clear. The second part follows from the fact that
the homomorphisms Q and D previously defined are the inverses of each
other.
COROLLARY 3.5.
 .Aut L V ( S .4 3
 .Aut L D ( T if n is not a prime,2 n n
 .Aut L D ( S if p is an odd prime.2 p pq1
Proof. This follows from 3.4 and 1.9.
 .We can now compare the groups Aut D and I D .2 n 2 n
THEOREM 3.6. Let D be the dihedral group of order 2n, n G 2. Then2 n
e¨ery index-preser¨ ing autoprojecti¨ ity of D is induced by an automorphism2 n
if and only if n s 2, 4, 3, 6, or 12.
 .  .Proof. Since I V ( S , we get Aut V s I V . So assume n / 2.4 3 4 4
 .  .1qp1q? ? ?qp1m1y1  .1qprq? ? ?qprm ry1From 3.4 and 3.1, I W has order p ! ??? p ! .1 r
< < 2 m1y1  . 2 m ry1  .On the other hand, Aut W s p p y 1 ??? p p y 1 . Hence1 1 r r
 .Aut W s I W if and only if n s 4, 3, 6, or 12.
Remark. From Theorem 3.6, we can improve the result of Yacovlev we
mentioned in the previous paragraph. In fact, in the situation of Lemma
w x  :6.1 in 15 , let G s s , t , s , t involutions, and let c : G ª G be an
c c :  :  :  : < <index-preserving projectivity, s s s and t s t . If st s `,
then it is known that c is induced by an isomorphism and this is used in
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. < <Yacovlev's proof . But now we can say that this also holds if st g
 42, 3, 4, 6, 12 , since then G must be isomorphic to G.
4. THE GROUPS H AND H3 4
In this paragraph we deal with the cases left out so far, that is, with the
groups of type H and H . We conclude by giving the list of the finite3 4
irreducible Coxeter groups which are strongly lattice determined.
We prove that for the groups H and H every autoprojectivity is3 4
induced by an automorphism. We begin with W s H . For this group the3
 :situation is very easy, since H is the direct product of its center y1 and3
its rotation subgroup Hq which is isomorphic to the alternating group3
 .Alt 5 .
 .PROPOSITION 4.1. Aut L H s Aut H .3 3
Proof. Let w be an autoprojectivity of H . Then w induces an autopro-3
q q jectivity of H which is induced by a unique automorphism b of H cf.3 3
w x.11 . If we denote by a the unique automorphism of H inducing b on3
Hq , we get that w is induced by a .3
We now deal with the group of type H , the group with graph4
( ( ( (
 .)1 2 3 4
We shall find an appropriate Coxeter generating set for W. We first make
 . some observations. The finite simple group Alt 5 which is isomorphic to
 ..PSL 5 can be presented in the following way:2
35 2 < : w xAlt 5 s x , y x s y s xy s 1 7, I, 19.9 . .  .
Suppose we are given such a presentation. From a direct calculation it
 . 2follows that there are exactly two elements t in Alt 5 such that t s 1,
y1  .3 2 y2txt s x , ty s 1. These two elements are t s yx yx y and t s1 2
y2 2   .  . .yx yx y one can take for instance x s 12345 and y s 15 34 , then t
 . .  . ..must be either 15 24 or 25 34 . We also observe that if a, b are
 . 5 2  .3  :nontrivial elements of Alt 5 such that a s b s ab s 1, then a, b s
 .Alt 5 .
w x  .We give the description of H following 8 . Let G be the group SL 5 .4 2
 .  :  :Let H be the semidirect product G = G )e h , where h is cyclic of
 .  .order 2 and h acts on G = G mapping g , g to g , g for every g , g1 2 2 1 1 2
in G. There exists an irreducible representation r of H on an Euclidean
 .:space of dimension 4 over R with kernel y1, y1 . It follows that the
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 .:group W s Hr y1, y1 is a Coxeter group of type H . For every4
w xelement x of H we shall denote by x the corresponding element of W
under the natural projection. Let F be the set of roots of the subgroup H r
of the group of isometries of E. The reflections of W that is, the elements
r. w y1 . xof W which are sent to reflections in H are those of the form g, g h .
q wThe rotation group W coincides with the derived subgroup of W 4, p.
x w x q101, Ex. 6.8 , so that G = G s W is the unique subgroup of index 2 in
W. The center of W is cyclic of order 2, generated by the longest element
w .x  4w s 1, y1 . Let w , . . . , w be the Coxeter generating set of W corre-0 1 4
 .sponding to a certain simple system D of F, with graph ) . We define
 4another Coxeter generating set S9 s s , . . . , s for W.1 4
 .For every x in G we denote by x the corresponding element of PSL 52
under the natural projection. We fix two elements a, b of G such that
5 2  .3a s 1, b s y1 and ab s 1, for instance
1 1 1 2a s b s . /  /0 1 4 4
 :  .From the previous discussion we have a, b s PSL 5 . It also follows2
 : 2 y2 y1 y2 y1 2 y1 2 2that G s a, b . Let c s ba ba b, e s b a b a b . We get c s e
s y1 and ce s yay1.
 4 w x w y1 . xLet s , . . . , s be the set of involutions s s h , s s a, a h ,1 4 1 2
w y1 . x w y1 . x < < < <s s b , b h , s s c, c h . We have s s s w w for every i, j. We3 4 i j i j
 :show that s , . . . , s s W. It is enough to show that the subgroup1 4
 : w x w y1 .xM s s s , s s , s s coincides with G = G . We have M s a, a ,2 1 2 3 4 3
w y1 .x w y1 .x:b, b , c, c . We define projections
w xp , p : G = G ª PSL 5 , .1 2 2
by
p x , y s x , p x , y s y. .  . .  .1 2
Let M s M n ker p . Suppose M / M M . We get M s M M s M .i i 1 2 1 1 2 2
w .x w .xSince c, e lies in M, 1, ce is in M . But c and e are distinct1
 . w .xinvolutions of PSL 5 , so that 1, ce does not lie in ker p . This is a2 2
contradiction. Hence M s M M . It is now enough to show that M n M1 2 1 2
y1 w .x5has order at least 2. Since ce s ya , we get that w s 1, ce lies in0
w .x5M . Similarly w s ce, 1 lies in M , so that w lies in M n M .1 0 2 0 1 2
 :  4Therefore s , . . . , s s W, and S9 s s , . . . , s is a Coxeter generating1 4 1 4
set. We also note that besides s there exists a unique involution t in4
q < < < < w y1 . xW _ W such that s s s s t for every i s 1, 2, 3. Namely t s e, e h .i 4 i
 .  .To prove that Aut L W s Aut W, we are left to prove that G W sS9
 4  .1 . By 1.5 it will be enough to show that for every w in G W , w fixes allS9
w y1 . x:  .the subgroups of the form g, g h . So let w be in G W . We haveS9
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 q.w q  :w  : w y1 . x:wW s W and w s w . Moreover, we must have e, e h0 0
w y1 . x:  :  :s e, e h . If we consider the dihedral subgroups s , s , s , s ,1 2 1 3
 :  w y1 . x:s , s , and s , e, e h , it follows that w also fixes the subgroups1 4 1
w y1 .x: w y1 .x: w y1 .x: w y1 .x: w .x <a, a , b, b , c, c , and e, e . Let K s g, g g
4  .g G . K is isomorphic to PSL 5 .2
PROPOSITION 4.2. w fixes e¨ery subgroup of K.
w y1 .x : w y1 .x :Proof. w fixes the subgroups b, b , w , c, c , w , and0 0
w y1 .x : w .x: w .x: w .x:e, e , w , hence w also fixes b, b , c, c , and e, e . But0
y1  : w .x w .x w .x:ce s ya implies G s b, c, e , so that K s b, b , c, c , e, e is
w xfixed by w. By 9 , there exists a unique automorphism a of K inducing w
w .x w .x w .xon K. Since b, b , c, c , and e, e are involutions, a is the identity,
and we are done.
w y1 .x:PROPOSITION 4.3. For e¨ery x in G, w fixes x, x .
< < y1Proof. We may assume x of order 5, 3, or 4. If x s 4, then x s yx,
w y1 .x: w .x w .xso x, x is fixed by w, since x, yx s x, x w . Suppose x is of0
w y1 .x y1order 5 or 3. Let s s x, x . Then hsh s s . Since w is index
 :wpreserving, there exists y in G of the same order of x such that s s
w y1 .x: w y1 .x: <w y1 .x < < <  :wy, y or y, yy . But y, yy s 2 x , so that s s
w y1 .x: w .x:w w .x: w y1 .xy, y . By 4.2 we have x, x s x, x , so y, y lies in the
w .x  .  :centralizer of x, x . It follows that y g C x s x . HencePSL 5.2
w y1 .x:w w y1 .x:x, x s x, x , and we are done.
We can now prove the key step.
PROPOSITION 4.4. w fixes e¨ery subgroup generated by a reflection.
w y1 . x:Proof. We have to show that w fixes x, x h for every x in G.
We may assume x of order 5, 3, or 4. By 4.3, w fixes the dihedral sub-
 w y1 .x: < < < <group h, x, x . If x s 4, we are done. So assume x s 3. Then
w y 1 . x:w w y 1 . x: w y 1 . x:x , x h s x , x h or x , x h . Suppose that
w y1 . x:w w y1 . x: w y1 . x :w w y1 . x :x, x h s x , x h . Then x, x h , s s x , x h , s2 2
y1< < < <implies xa s x a . We consider the trace map T : G ª Zr5Z. We have
 .  . T x s y1, T xa / y1 since the elements of order 3 in G are not
y1 y1.  .  . < < < <diagonalizable in G and T x a s 3 y T xa . But xa s x a implies
 y1 .  .  .T x a s "T xa , so that T xa s y1, which is a contradiction. Hence
w y1 . x:w w y1 . x: < <x, x h s x, x h . We are left with the case x s 5. Let
w y1 . x:w w i yi. x:  .x, x h s x , x h . There exists w in GL 5 such that x s2
y1 y1 w y1 . x:wwaw . Let y s wbw . We have already proved that y , y h s
w y 1 . x: w y 1 . x w y 1. x:w w y 1 . xy , y h , so that y , y h , x, x h s y , y h ,
i yi iw . x: < < < <x , x h . As before we get xy s x y , and the same trace argument
leaves us with i s "1. To conclude, we have to exclude i s y1. We
 :  :  :  :consider separately the cases when x s a and x / a . Suppose
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 :  : w y1 . x:w w y1 . x:we have x / a , and let x, x h s x , x h . We proceed as
< < w y1 . x :in the case when x s 3, considering the subgroup x, x h , s . We2
 .  .   :  :.  y1 .  .get T x s 2, T xa / 2 since x / a and T x a s 4 y T xa .
y1 y1< < < <  .  .  .xa s x a implies T x a s "T xa , so that T xa s 2, which is a
k  :w  :contradiction. Finally assume x s a . Since s s s , we get2 2
w y 1 . x:w w y 1 . x: w 2 y 2 . x:wa , a h s a , a h . Suppose that a , a h s
w y2 2 . x:  :w  :a , a h , that is s s s s s s s s s , and let t s s s s . Since2 1 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 3 2
< <  :w  :  :w  :s s s 3, we have t s t . Hence s s s , t s s s s s s , t . But2 3 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 2
< < < <s s s t s 2, while s s s s s t s 3. This is the final contradiction and2 1 2 2 1 2 1 2
we are done.
 .COROLLARY 4.5. Aut L H s Aut H .4 4
We have therefore determined the group of autoprojectivities of every
finite irreducible Coxeter group. We summarize the results obtained in
THEOREM 4.6. Let W be a finite irreducible Coxeter group. Then e¨ery
 .index preser¨ ing autoprojecti¨ ity of W is induced by a unique automorphism
if and only if either W is not dihedral or W is dihedral of order 2n, with
n s 2, 4, 3, 6, 12.
Proof. This follows from 1.1, 2.3, 3.6, 4.1, 4.5.
COROLLARY 4.7. Let W be a finite irreducible Coxeter group. Then
 .Aut L W s Aut W if and only if either W is not dihedral or W is dihedral of
order 2n, with n s 2, 4, 6, 12.
Proof. This follows from 4.6 and 1.9.
w x.Taking into account the results of Uzawa 14 , we can determine which
irreducible Coxeter groups are strongly lattice determined.
THEOREM 4.8. Let W be a finite irreducible Coxeter group. Then W is
strongly lattice determined if and only if either it has rank at least 3, or it is
dihedral of order 2n, with n s 2, 4, 6, 12.
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